Bulk Note Loader
Convenience and efficiencies with
CashCode’s new Bulk Note Loader
Increase Productivity
Reduce Operating Costs
Heighten Customer Experience

CashCode’s Bulk Note Loader does more than just accept a bundle of bills at a time.
It uses CashCode’s advanced bill validating technology with the added benefit of
increasing productivity by accepting up to 45 bills at once. Acceptance speed is at a
blazing 50 bills per minute. That’s about 300 – 400% faster than any single note
validator on the market today. Not only is the Bulk Note Loader validating notes in
record speed, time savings is mostly achieved by not having to manually handle and
insert one bill at a time.
The Bulk Note Loader is the industry’s fastest way to validate and stack bills in your
retail application.
Used on the Bill-to-Bill Currency Management System , the Bulk Note Loader not
only aids customers in speeding up their transactions, but also allows operators an
expedient way to fill the recycling cassettes during initial machine set-up.
TM

OEMs such as drop safe manufactures have also incorporated the Bulk Note Loader as a stand alone device
made to work with various custom retail cash drop devices such as large capacity safes using cash bags.
CashCode offers various connectors and mounting brackets for your individual needs.
The unit has an ingenious reject path which will deliver a non valid bill out a special slot on the units’ head
while allowing the feeding of subsequent bills to continue.*

* Bill-to-Bill uses dispenser as reject path
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Bulk Note Loader
Superior Acceptance and Security
Accepts 25-45 bills at a time
Separate reject path allows feeding to continue even when counterfeit
bill is detected and rejected
Feeding pauses once bill is rejected, and then automatically
continues once rejected note has been removed
Patented advanced sensor technology improves valid bill
recognition & protects against counterfeits
Anti-Stringing protection
Four way bill insertion
Tool-free one-step easy access

Use the Bulk Note Loader as an
add on to your existing drop safe
or cash collection hardware.

Convenience for You and Your Customers
98% acceptance rate
Fast 1.2 second transaction speed per bill
Easy to service
Virtually maintenance free

Bulk Note Feeder installed on
Bill-to-Bill Currency
Management System™.

Bulk Note Loader specifications
Bill validation rate

98%

Bill width validated

67, 71, 78 mm

Acceptance speed

1.2 seconds/bill / up to 50 bills/min

Loader capacity

up to 45 bills

Sensors

Patented optical, inductive, dielectric, cross-channel Patented optical, inductive, dielectric,
cross-channel(anti-stringing) and barcode/coupon

Interfaces supported

RS232

Protocols supported

CCNET

Firmware updates

Smart-Stick memory or downloadable

Operating temperature

0° C to +50° C / 32° F to 122° F

Operating voltage

12 V DC +/-2.5 % / 5 V DC +/-3 %

Dimensions (W x H x D)

434 X 133 X 154 mm

Weight

3.5 kg / 7.7 lbs

Warranty

Two years

Manufactured

Canada
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